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ADJUSTABLE MEDIA FRAME

invention briefly described above will be rendered by ref
erence to specific embodiments illustrated in the appended
drawings. Understanding that these drawings depict only

RELATED APPLICATIONS

typical embodiments of the invention and are not therefore
This application is a continuation of U.S. application Ser. 5 to be considered limiting of its scope , the invention will be
No. 15 /921,606 titled “ Adjustable Media Frame” filed on described and explained with additional specificity and
Mar. 14 , 2018 and is hereby incorporated by reference, in its detail through use of the accompanying drawings, in which :
FIG . 1A shows a front view of the invention in use in

entirety, for all it discloses and conveys.
BACKGROUND

accordance with an embodiment of the invention ;
10

FIG . 1B shows a back view of the invention in use in

accordance with an embodiment of the invention ;
Displaying pictures and posters provides the dilemma of
FIG . 2 shows the upper and lower rails in the ability to
presenting such in an aesthetic and protected manner. A adjust in accordance with an embodiment of the invention ;
picture framehas a severely limited size and involves added
FIG . 3A shows the adjustable rail constructed of a mag
weight and bulk as well as an additional cost. The lack of a 15 netic material in accordance with an embodiment of the
frame in displaying results in the need to later remove invention ;
residual adhesive and consequently involves potential dam
FIG . 3B shows a non -magnetic adjustable rail with a slot
age to the picture , poster, or wall .
to hold an additionalmagnet in accordance with an embodi
SUMMARY

A media frame has been developed , the which consists of

ment of the invention ;
FIG . 3C shows an adjustable rail with an attached mag
netic strip in accordance with an embodiment of the inven
tion ;
FIG . 4 shows an exploded view of the complete invention
in use in accordance with an embodiment of the invention ;
25 FIG . 5A shows adjustable hanging connections in accor

20

an adjustable upper rail and a hanging pendant member. The
adjustable upper rail includes a first upper rail member and
a second upper rail member with the first upper rail member
sliding in or over the second upper rail member to adjust the dance with an embodiment of the invention , and
length of the upper rail. The hanging pendant member is
FIG . 5B shows adjustable hanging connections in accor
included with a hanging connection point to both the first dance with an embodiment of the invention ; and
FIG . 6 shows an adjustable media frame in accordance
upper rail member and the second upper rail member.
The media frame may include a lower adjustable rail, 30 with an embodiment of the invention.
identical to the upper rail with the first and second members
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
allowing adjusted length . The lower rail, like the upper rail ,
may contain hanging connection points for the hanging
It will be readily understood that the components of the
pendant member. In a cross -cut view the rails may be square
or rectangular in shape , allowing a flat surface for attach- 35 present invention , as generally described and illustrated in
ment of the media material. The rails may be constructed of the Figures herein , could be arranged and designed in a wide
a variety ofmaterials, including , but not limited to : metal, variety of different configurations. Thus, the following more
detailed description of the embodiments of the invention , as
wood, or plastic.
The method of securing the media material may include represented in the Figures, is not intended to limit the scope

magnets to adhere to a magnetic rail, or a rail with a magnet 40 of the invention , as claimed , but is merely representative of
or a magnetic strip attached . The magnets , or other form of

certain examples ofpresently contemplated embodiments in

fastener, may vary in abundance , strength , size , shape , style, accordance with the invention . The presently described
or strength according to weightor size of the media material. embodiments will be best understood by reference to the
Other methods may include one or more of: a cork strip , drawings.
clips, hooks, fasteners , clamps, pinch rollers , or wire brads 45 FIG . 1A shows a front view of the invention 104 in use in
attached to the rail or any combination of these . Media accordance with an embodiment of the invention . Display
material may also be hung over or taped to the rail of the material 102 is displayed by the media frame 104 , including
the magnets 110 which secure the display material to the
media frame.
Hanging pendantmember may be a string , chain , or wire frame. Hanging pendant member 108 is adjustably attached
and an appropriate length to be adjusted according to the 50 to the frame and hangs from a single hook or nail 106 which
adjusted width of the frame. It may also be adjusted to a may be included in a packaged retail version of the inven
desired distance from hanging point. The length of the tion . Application of the product may include displaying
hanging pendant member may be adjusted at the hanging advertisements in a store window . Windows provide an ideal
connection points. The hanging connection points may also surface to hang one or more rails using a pendant member
be adjusted along the rail in relation to the ends of the 55 and a single adhesive hook . Rails may be adjusted to a
adjustable rail.
precise width of media material and an advertisement or
Media material may be of any material : fabric , paper, media material 102 may be secured to the rails using
cardboard , or plastic . Visual details may be present on either magnets 110. Rail may be adjusted to different sizes based
or both sides of the media material to be displayed . The on media having different widths on a top portion and a
display ofmedia material may include a number of pieces, 60 bottom portion . Hanging pendant member 108 may be
such as a collage , or just one piece , such as a banner or adjusted to appropriate hanging length and hung from a
poster , and may be displayed horizontally or vertically .
hook 106 applied to window 104 for displaying an adver
tisement or other media material 102. Hook 106 may be a
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
command strip adhesive hook manufactured by 3M . Other
65 applicationsmay include hook 106 being applied to interior
In order that the advantages of the invention will be or exterior walls to display posters , banners, flags, adver
readily understood , a more particular description of the tisements, announcements, or decorations. Another embodi
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ment of the invention may include displaying multiple 322.Media material 320 may include one or more piece and
pieces of media material 102 at once . This may involve may be a collage ofpictures secured to rail 316 individually .
securing strings or wires to the rails and attaching a collage Rail 316 may be made of: plastic, metal, carbon fiber, an
ofpictures or other media to the strings. Uses may vary from elastomeric compound , a petroleum product, or a combina
indoor to outdoor use , as well as commercial and private use . 5 tion thereof.
An application of the invention may include displaying
FIG . 4 shows an exploded view of media frame 400 in
double -sided media 112 or single sided media 102 to be accordance with an embodiment of the invention . The
hung from a window , door, shelf , display, in free-space device includes a first upper rail 406 and the second upper
(dangling ), or ceiling .
rail 404 to form an adjustable rail to the hanging pendant
FIG . 1B shows a back view of the invention 104 in use in 10 member 402. Among the variable methods,magnets 414 and
accordance with an embodiment of the invention . Media 416 may be used to secure the media material 408 to the
frame includes first upper rail member 114 and second upper media frame 406 and 404. Magnets 434 and 430 may be
rail member 116 the two of which slide together or apart in attached to rails 406 and 404 by glue, fastener, or by
an adjustable manner as needed to display media . The first magnetic attraction to iron . Medial material 408 may be
upper rail member 114 and the second upper rail member 15 secured between magnets 434 and 414 on one end and
116 have an adjustable connection to the hanging pendant between magnets 430 and 416 on the other end of the upper
member 108. The frame may also include a lower rail with rail. Medial material 408 may be secured between magnets
a first lower rail member 118 and a second lower rail 436 and 418 on one end and between magnets 432 and 420
member 120 that slide together and apart in order to be on the other end of the lower rail. Magnets 428 and 426 , in
adjustable . An application of the invention may include 20 some embodiments,may notbe attached to the upper rail or
displaying double -sided media 112 or single sided media lower rail except by magnetism . Removable magnets 426
102 to be hung from a window , door, shelf, display, in and 424 allow the upper rails and lower rails to be adjusted
free -space (dangling ), or ceiling. Windows provide an ideal while maintaining a centered magnet position when media
surface to hang one or more rails using a pendant member of differing sizes are used with media frame 400. The first
and a single adhesive hook .
25 lower rail 410 and the second lower rail 412 may be used in
FIG . 2 shows the upper and lower rails in the ability to addition with magnets 418 and 420 to secure and straighten
adjust in accordance with an embodiment of the invention. themedia material 408.Media material 408 may be an array
The first upper rail member 202 fits over or around the of strings or wires to which a collage of pictures may be
second upper rail member 204, allowing the two pieces to attached . Lower rail members 410 and 412 may include
slide together as depicted . The first lower rail member 206 30 connection to a second hanging pendant member 402 and
fits similarly over the second lower rail member 208 to allow may be used to display media material408 horizontally with
the pieces to slide apart in the samemanner, as depicted . upper rail members 406 and 404 similarly in use with
Variations may be present in that the rails may be fully hanging pendant member 402 .
FIGS. 5A and 5B show the adjustable hanging connec
enclosed as tubes or in a variety of cross -cut shapes .
FIG . 3A shows the adjustable rail constructed of a mag- 35 tions in accordance with an embodiment of the invention .
netic material 305 in accordance with an embodiment of the Located on the adjustable rail 506 is a hanging connection
invention . The depicted adjustable rail 302 may be con 504. The hanging connection 504 may be adjusted by fitting
structed of ferrous material, allowing the media material 304 into a desired connection slot 503.Hanging pendantmember
to be secured to the adjustable rail 302 and frameby being 502 is also adjustable at hanging pendantmember adjusting
pinned and held by the strength ofmagnets 305 and 306. The 40 point 505. Hanging connection point 504 may be a spring
media material 304 could likewise be pinched or held to the loaded device or clip that secures itself to the inside of rail
adjustable rail 302 using clips or other securing methods. 506 and is easily adjusted . Hanging pendantmember adjust
One magnet 306 may be used with or without a correspond
ing point 505 may be a use of knots as well as a method of

ing magnet 305. Magnet 305 may be glued or mounted to interlocking segments with the hanging connection point
rail 302 using fasteners . In the case of a plastic rail 302 , two 45 504. Hanging connection point 504 may vary in design

magnets 305 and 306 may be needed to secure media including an open or closed design as well as interlocking or
material 304. Magnet 305 may be glued or fastened to pinch - gripping method to connect with hanging pendant
plastic rail 302.
member 502. Slot 503 may, in some embodiments, be a
FIG . 3B shows a non -magnetic adjustable rail 308 with a circular through hole. An end of pendant member 502 may
slot to hold an additional magnet 310 in accordance with an 50 be dropped through a circular hole 503 and a clamp or crimp
embodiment of the invention . The adjustable rail 308 allows device may be locked on to an end or portion of pendant
a slot for a second magnet 310 to be inserted or attached in member 502. A knot may also be tied in pendant member
order to better hold the media material 312 with themagnet 502 to secure a portion of pendantmember 502 behind hole
314.Magnet 310 may be glued or fastened to rail 308. Rail 503 in rail 506 .
308 may be made of ferrous or non -ferrousmaterials. Media 55 FIG . 6 shows an adjustable media frame 600 including
material 312 may also be secured directly to rail 308 by use media material 608. Media material 608 is wider at the top
of brackets, sliding clamps, pinch rollers, or other forms that 604 than at the bottom 610.Media frame 600 may be hidden
do not require additional pieces such as pins or magnets .
behind media 608 and extend to a precise width 604/610 of
FIG . 3C shows an adjustable rail 316 with an attached medial material 608. Lower rail 610 provides needed sup
magnetic strip 318 in accordance with an embodiment of the 60 port and weight to keep media material 608 flat and straight.
invention . The adjustable rail 316 , which may not be mag Media material 608 may be ridged material, thin material,
netic may include an attached magnetic strip 318 for a paper, plastic, cardboard , faux window material, faux siding
magnet 322 to adhere to through the media material 320. The material, screen material , or any other material that could be
strip 318 attached to the adjustable rail 316 may also be hung from a pendant frame.
constructed of cork or another material that allows the media 65 The systems and methods disclosed herein may be
material 320 to be secured to the adjustable rail 316. Media embodied in other specific forms without departing from
material 320 may be secured to cork strip 318 by pushpin their spirit or essential characteristics. The described
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embodiments are to be considered in all respects only as
illustrative and not restrictive. The scope of the invention is ,

9. The media frame of claim 1, wherein the upper rail
further comprises a track .

therefore, indicated by the appended claims rather than by

10. The media frame of claim 1 , wherein the upper rail is

the foregoing description . All changes which come within least partially constructed of a ferrous material.
the meaning and range of equivalency of the claims are to be 5 11. The media frame of claim 2 , wherein the media frame
embraced within their scope.
is of a customizable size or dimension such that media

The invention claimed is :

1. A media frame comprising:
an adjustable upper rail;
wherein the adjustable upper rail includes a first upper rail 10
member and a second upper rail member ;
wherein the first upper rail member slides in or over the
second upper rail member to adjust the upper rail ;
one ormore fasteners that are repositionable along the
adjustable upper rail;
15
a hanging pendantmember ; and
wherein the first upper rail member and the second upper
rail member each contain at least one hanging connec
tion point connecting the hanging pendant member to
the adjustable upper rail of the media frame.
2. The media frame of claim 1 , further comprising an 20
adjustable lower rail substantially parallel to the adjustable
upper rail.
3. The media frame of claim 2 , wherein the adjustable
lower rail is adjustable in a direction which is parallel to an 25
adjustable direction of the adjustable upper rail.
4. The media frame of claim 1, wherein the one or more
fasteners are one or more clamps that slide along the
adjustable upper rail.
5. The media frame of claim 2 , wherein the adjustable 30
lower rail further comprises a first lower rail member and a
second lower rail member.

6. The media frame of claim

wherein the hanging

pendant member is constructed of string, wire , or chain .

material with differing sizes of top portions and bottom
portionsmatch an exactwidth of the upper rail and the lower

rail when the media material is attached to the media frame.

12. The media frame of claim 1 , wherein the upper rail
further comprises one or more of: a cork strip , hooks,
fasteners , clamps, pinch rollers, or wire brads .
13. The media frame of claim 2 , wherein media material

of
the media frame physically connects the upper rail to the
lower rail.
14. The media frame of claim 1 wherein the one or more

fasteners are magnetic sliding media fasteners.

15. The media frame of claim 10 , wherein the ferrous

material is a magnet or magnetic strip attached to the upper
rail .

16. Themedia frame of claim 15 , wherein media material

is attached to the upper rail by at least two or more magnets .
17. The media frame of claim 2 , wherein the first lower

rail member and the second lower rail member each adjust
to an exact width of media material which connects the
upper rail to the lower rail.
18. The media frame of claim 1 , wherein the media frame
is of a customizable size or dimension such that media
material of differing sizes matches an exact width of the

medial frame.
19. The media frame of claim 1 , wherein the one or more

fasteners are configured to properly secure the media mate

7. The media frame of claim 5, wherein the first lower rail 35 rial to the media frame.
member slides in or over the second lower rail member to
adjust the lower rail .
8. The media frame of claim 6 , wherein the hanging
pendant member is adjustable at the hanging connection
points .

20. The media frame of claim 8, wherein the hanging
connection points are adjustable in relation to the ends of the

adjustable rail .

